Edition 2 - 10th October 2021

Message from the Head
Since our last newsletter it has obviously been very disappointing to see numbers rising in students
testing positive in school and across the whole country. We are meeting regularly with local Public
Health and National Public Health to act on their advice to prep your child, staff and the community
as safe as we can. Public Health in particular have emphasised that there is still an expectation that
students and staff will wear face coverings in crowded places. At Heathfield this particularly applies
to circulation time following the one-way system in corridors.
Despite these challenging times there is much to celebrate in this newsletter and I thank you for
your continued support.

Covid-19 Prevention at school and at home
All pupils and households are asked to do twice weekly Lateral Flow Device (LFD) testing. Positive
test results should be reported to the school (as previously) and be followed-up with a PCR test.
It is highly recommended that students wear face masks in and around the school buildings.
Wash your hands with soap and water often – for at least 20 seconds.
Use hand sanitiser gel if soap and water are not available.
Wash your hands as soon as you get home.
Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue or your sleeve (not your hands) when you cough or
sneeze.
Bin used tissues immediately and wash your hands afterwards.
Ventilate indoor spaces as well as possible – let the fresh air in, even if for a short period per
day.
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Feedback from Parent / Carer Survey:
This week I would like to reference the second issue that was brought up as an important issue from
your feedback. It is around the idea of CONSISTENCY.

In this edition I will cover consistency around how students learn at Heathfield. This is something we
call the “Learning Cycle” and the aim of this is to provide a structure (based on evidence) around
how effective learning takes place. This isn’t a lesson structure that stifles individual creativity in how
something will be taught and learnt. However, it provides a framework and a common language in
the classroom around the seven stages of how we learn.

How we learn at Heathfield: The Learning Cycle
The Learning Cycle is how structure our lessons at Heathfield.
When we think about effective learning, we break it
down into the seven stages in the image to the
right.
Each stage forms an essential part of the process,
and teachers make students aware of the phase
they are in. This allows us to reflect upon how we
are learning as well as what is being learnt, and
creates a consistent experience across the school.
Students will see this consistent approach in all
their lessons.
The Learning Cycle isn’t a lesson structure –
effective learning means spending more time on
deliberate practice, for instance. Sometimes the
learning cycle will restart before the end, so that we
can focus on building up more knowledge.
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The table below shows the graphics that are displayed in class and the kind of activities that would
take place in each phase.

Learning cycle phase

What does that look like in lessons?
This phase links to things that have already learnt. The effort of remembering things
strengthens the long-term memory. Often, this is a ‘five a day’ or similar quiz, where a
student will try to recall information that has been learnt in the previous lesson, the
previous month and the previous year.
Teachers will try to blend the recall phase with what is about to be learnt, so an English
teacher might ask questions about the endings of previous poems before you go on to
look at the ending of new poems. They will also connect the learning to the wider world,
or the curriculum intentions, so students can see the purpose of what is being learnt and
the journey they are on.
In this phase, the teacher will describe the skills and information that will be learnt and
developed.
They will explain ideas clearly in an academic way to show students how we speak and
write as experts, and give students the vocabulary that is needed to explore new ideas.
They will get involved by answering questions, reading extracts, making notes and
discussing new ideas.
Teachers will show students how to do something. This might be a simple task, like how
to use a particular word, or complex and longer task, like baking a cake or writing about
historical sources.
For complex tasks, teachers will break down the steps that are needed to become
successful in the task. As they do this, teachers will show students how they think
through each stage. As this develops, they will talk through misconceptions and mistakes,
including how to avoid them. The class will also use a success criteria so that students can
start thinking about what success looks like.
This phase is designed to give the opportunity to practise getting better. We call this
‘deliberate practice’ because you have to think about what you are doing carefully if you
are going to get better at it. This is a ‘low risk’ phase, and communication within the class
is really important in this phase.
Teachers will give support in this phase (such as a scaffold or structure strip), and
students will often have the opportunity to work in groups as they practise.
This is often the biggest phase of the learning cycle. Feedback in crucial in this phase so
that you can make improvements and progress. This feedback is often oral at this stage
so it can be quickly implemented.
This phase is about demonstrating what has been learnt. The aim of learning is to be
able to do something independently, and in the demonstration phase students are
challenged to show how far they have come. Sometimes, this involves doing a test or
writing an essay, but the demonstration phase can also be completing work to show
ourselves that we can do it. For instance, when we do drama, we might demonstrate a
scene. In science, we might demonstrate an experiment, and in English we might
demonstrate our learning through a discussion.
Evaluation means working out the value of something – is it good? How good is it?
It’s important to work out the What Went Wells and Even Better Ifs so we can all see how
far we have come and what we need to do to get better. The more we understand about
what makes work good, the better our work will be. Sometimes the teacher will mark the
work. At other times, students will reflect on their own work with a clear success criteria,
and sometimes, they might evaluate other people’s work. When students are annotating
their own work or that of their peers, they will use purple pen so that it stands out.
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Students will also use purple pens to improve their work. This is so the improvements
stand out. Students will need to go back and re-read their work carefully, and also take on
board comments from teachers and peers. The aim of this phase of learning is to close
the gap between the completed work and the success criteria or models that have been
shown earlier in the cycle.

The second concern expressed around consistency was around homework. We have rebranded this
to fit in with a priority for this year, which is building on a positive from lockdown, student
independence. We are now calling homework “Independent Study”.

Independent Study Policy
Purpose/rationale
We aim to encourage confident independent learners to develop the ability to problem solve and
evaluate in a creative way. Independent study is one avenue that allows students to both consolidate
knowledge and to draw upon prior learning in order to deepen understanding and store this in the
long-term memory ready for retrieval.
Independent study provides the opportunity to:
Encourage pupils to manage and organise their work and time so that they can meet
deadlines and develop their capacity as independent learners.
Empower students by developing their confidence in their own academic ability and capacity
to work independently.
Consolidate understanding of skills learnt during lessons and to extend the learning that has
taken place during the day.
Help pupils understand the link between studying and high academic achievement.
Facilitate the home/school relationship by involving parents/carers in their child’s learning.
Studies have shown that students who complete regular high-quality set ‘homework’ can increase
progress by up to 5 additional months. Homework | EEF (educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk)

At Heathfield, Independent study will be:
Meaningful: students should see the value in what has been set and should clearly see how this links
to in class learning.
Understood: all independent study tasks will be fully understood by all students, using models and
examples, with clear expectations and deadlines set.
Accessible: independent study should be suitably differentiated for learners and support offered
where students are struggling.
Regular: all independent study set will follow a specific timetable so it is clear to all students, parents
and teaching staff when to expect independent study.
Evaluated: all students will receive timely feedback when appropriate for independent study tasks
using a variety of strategies in lessons.
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Recognised: high quality completion of independent study will be rewarded in lessons through
ClassCharts.

Monitoring of Independent study:
Setting Independent study: all independent study will be sign posted on ClassCharts with clear detail
and deadlines. Examples of what might be set for each subject area are attached.
Rewards: all students who complete independent study on time to a good standard will receive a
ClassCharts point. Further praise points could be awarded for outstanding pieces of independent
study.
Sanctions: failing to meet an independent study deadline will result in a negative point being awarded
in ClassCharts. This automatically informs parents via the app. For persistent failure to hand in
independent study on time or to a good enough standard further sanction may follow via the
classroom teacher or Head of Department.

In order to support their son/daughter parents/carers can help by:
Providing a reasonable place where their child can complete their independent study or
encourage their child to make use of the school study clubs.
Supporting their child to meet their deadlines by checking ClassCharts.
Liaising with their child’s Head of Year if they have a concern regarding homework at the
school.
Being in contact if you have any queries. Please be in contact with your son/daughter’s tutor
in the first instance with any queries relating to independent study.

Students are expected to:
Seek clarification from their teachers before the deadline if they do not understand an
aspect of the independent study task set.
Regularly check ClassCharts and ensure they are suitably organised.
Find out what work they have missed if they have been absent so they can catch up. Being
away on the day the task is set is not an excuse not to do it. If resources/worksheets need to
be obtained from the teacher, it is the responsibility of the student to collect these before
the deadline.
Resolve any problems with independent study tasks before the deadline.
Take pride in completing independent study tasks to the best of their ability, recognising the
vital part it plays in their learning.
Attend study club after school if they are unable to complete tasks at home.
Students are recommended to spend up to an hour on each piece of Independent Study unless your
teacher explicitly sets you a pomodoro to complete. These should be no more than 25 minutes as they
could consist of new learning, although you may do more than one pomodoro.

Independent study KS3 specific:
Students are expected to receive up to one piece of independent study per week for core subject areas
and up to one piece of homework per fortnight for all other subjects. Some subject areas may set
varying amounts across the year depending on specific subject demands.
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Examples of what tasks you might expect to see from each subject area is detailed below.

Independent study KS4 specific:
Students are recommended to spend up to an hour on each piece of Independent Study. Students will
receive regular pieces of independent study across all subject areas, however this will not exceed one
piece of homework per week. Some subject areas may set varying amounts across the year depending
on specific subject demands.
Examples of what tasks you might expect to see from each subject area is detailed below.

Additional resources and study skills:
Be proactive: for additional work seek out your teachers and ask! If you are stuck on a specific topic
or would like some additional revision material ask your teachers or request work from your tutor.
At home extras: don’t forget you have access to a wealth of online resources, use these to support
your independent study or if your just interested in a topic do some research!
Effective revision: revision can be tricky, however practising this skill is important. Have a look at
some of the videos created by Mr Wood online as well as some of the support posters on the next
page (use the QR codes to visit the videos, or click the link below).
The Heathfield Learner | Heathfield Community (heathfieldcommunityschool.com)
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Independent study skills
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Typical independent study tasks
Subject
Art

Ks3 (Y7-9)
At KS3 homework is used to extend
students’ understanding and learning,
allowing them to explore and
experiment as well as continue their
development of key skills.
A key home work is an artist critical
study, which is talked through in class
due to it becoming part of the final
assessment grade.

Ks4 (Y10-11)
At GCSE Art homework is always related
to and forms part of the students’
current project work.
Each project is part of the Non-Exam
Assessment (NEA) submission or Final
Exam Project and therefore each
homework task contributes to the final
GCSE grade awarded to the student.
Homework tasks include visual research
(photography), observational studies,
material experiments, reviewing and
refinements and artist critical study
tasks.

Business
Studies

NA

Students are set regular quizzes which
link to the learning in class and enable
students to consolidate their knowledge
on key concepts and vocabulary. These
often take the form of multiple-choice
exam questions.
Homework at times will also take the
form of a more formal assignment
where students are asked to use
resources e.g. a powerpoint and then
answer more detailed questions or
make notes to hand in.

Computer
Science
Dance

NA

Quiz set weekly on Educake

A quiz is set on teams to prepare
students for the learning that will be
happening in their next lesson.

For GCSE Dance students will be set
homework to help prepare them for the
40% theory exam. This mainly includes
watching professional works and
answering essay style questions based
on the work they are currently studying.
In year 11 this will also include
scheduling extra rehearsals to prepare
their choreography for assessment.
For RSL Dance students are required to
type up coursework at home that has
been completed in class for their
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Design
Technology

Students are set a quiz on Teams, linked
with learning in the lesson, and/or
revision tasks as we approach
assessment points or more formal
assessments/exams.

internal unit. Students will also be
asked to attend extra rehearsals as part
of their homework to prepare for their
internal assessment.
Y10
Students are set a quiz linked with
learning in the lesson or specific
learning tasks to develop understanding
with the subject and key vocabulary.
Y11
Depends on time of year. Some
research tasks/catch up tasks linked
with NEA (coursework), but depending
on the time specific revision tasks
prepping for assessment points or more
formal assessments/exams are set.

Drama

A quiz is set on teams of the knowledge
that they have learnt so far in lessons to
help consolidate knowledge.

This can depend on the component
currently being studied. For example
year 10 can set asked to type up work
that we have done with further
research that counts towards
component 1 and/or research tasks.
Year 11 - learning repertoire and lines
for upcoming show for component 2.

English

Food prep
and
nutrition

Skill based quizzing on Educake.

Students are set a quiz on Teams, linked
with learning in the lesson, and/or
revision tasks as we approach
assessment points or more formal
assessments/exams.
All practical preparations are also set

Knowledge/skills based quizzing on
Educake or using their knowledge
organisers to complete independent
learning tasks
Y10
Students are set a quiz linked with
learning in the lesson or specific
learning tasks to develop understanding
with the subject and key vocabulary.
Y11
Depends on time of year. Some
research tasks/catch up tasks linked
with NEA (coursework), but depending
on the time specific revision tasks
prepping for assessment points or more
formal assessments/exams are set.
All practical preparations are also set

Geography
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Knowledge is learnt off the knowledge
organiser with this content tested in
quizzes at the start of lessons along with
verbal questioning of students during
lesson time.

Pages are set out of a Topic "homework
booklet" that covers learnt content to
help students learn key knowledge and
geographical words

Other one-off homework may occur to
supplement in lesson learning, such as
doing a small questionnaire for our
Urban Sprawl unit in Year 8.
Maths

The majority of homework will be set on
Hegarty Maths. At times the teacher
might set Times Tables Rockstar’s so
students can practice this number skills.
All year groups have a link set to Quizlet
where we have a vocabulary set
uploaded for each week's lessons.
Student practise for a minimum of 20
mins and then provide evidence they
have done so, e.g. a screenshot of their
score or flashcards/a mind map they
have made of this language. This is then
quizzed at the beginning of the next
lesson as part of Recall and connect
activity.

The majority of homework will be set
on Hegarty Maths.

Music

Currently KS3 do not get set homework
unless catch-up is needed due to
project work

A range of tasks - topic dependant e.g.
if students are studying theory, it would
be consolidation of the lessons work or
practical Composition and Performance
would be tasks like practice and
independent work from feedback.

RPE

Independent study often takes the
form of learning key words, to watch
a video and answer questions, or to
complete a worksheet.

This will usually be to learn key
words and quotes, to complete a
revision workbook or exam
question.

Modern
Languages

Science
(combined)

Quizzing set on Teams linked to
students in class learning is set weekly.

A more specific piece of work is set for
Ks4 e.g. a worksheet to practise a
grammar point, a piece of writing to
complete, translation activity. This
language is then also quizzed at the
beginning of the next lesson as part of
Recall and connect activity.

Quizzing set on Teams linked to
students in class learning is set weekly.
KS4 also have revision booklets as well
as quizzes and the quizzes are
longer/more complex. They often have
a video link to a core practical or
additional task.
Please note combined science at Ks4
set two pieces of homework per week.

Science
(triple)
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NA

Quizzing set on Teams linked to
students in class learning is set weekly.
KS4 also have revision booklets as well
as quizzes and the quizzes are
longer/more complex. They often have
a video link to a core practical or
additional task.

Please note triple scientists are set
three pieces of homework per weekone for each discipline.

ClassCharts Overview
We have had another excellent fortnight with thousands of ClassCharts points being awarded across
the school bringing the total prise points awarded this year to over 50,000!
Congratulations to the following tutor groups who earned the most amount of praise points in the
last fortnight…
7Y closely followed by 7T
8R closely followed by 8E
9W closely followed by 9E
10R closely followed by 10T
11E closely followed by 11Y

Further congratulations to Year 10 who have been awarded the most ClassCharts points in the same
period of time-I know Mr Tinkler will be very proud of his year group!
We are also asking for parent feedback, we would like to know how you are finding the new system
from a parents perspective. Your feedback is much appreciated and I thank you in advance for
taking two minutes to complete the survey as it will help us evaluate our current practice and
develop the system. Please follow the below link (or scan the QR code) if you would like to give
feedback in addition to this the link below will be e-mailed out to all parents over the coming days.

https://forms.office.com/r/BtVZx2drEq
For any ClassCharts enquiries please be in contact via
classchartssupport@heathfieldcommunityschool.co.uk
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Medical appointments and Attendance
The school would like to remind parents of the school’s stance regarding Attendance & Medical
appointments.
Missing registration for a medical or dental appointment is authorised absence. However, we would
like to encourage parents/ carers to make appointments out of school hours. Where possible
parents/ carers should book appointments after 3.30pm or late in the school day. School will request
sight of an appointment card. Students must ‘sign-out’ at the Student Reception desk and this
absence only covers a reasonable amount of time to travel to and from the appointment.
The school appreciates that some hospital appointments are beyond the control of parents and
accepts that these need to be taken when offered, however for more routine appointments please,
wherever possible, make doctors and dentist appointments out of school hours.
It is also important to arrive on time to school and all lessons. If your child arrives late to school and
lessons every day, their learning will suffer. Please remind your child of the importance of being on
time to school and lessons. Thank you with your support.

PSHE @ Heathfield

From the curriculum in lessons, to books in tutorial and presentations in assemblies, PSHE is at the
heart of day to day learning at our school. PSHE stands for Personal, Social, Health and Economics.
We think it matters because we believe school is about more than just learning new skills and
knowledge.
It’s about learning to be healthy and happy, articulate, and informed. It’s about
developing attitudes that are moral and ethical and making sure we are all global and
responsible.
PSHE helps keep children and young people safe, mentally and physically healthy and
prepared for life and work.
High wellbeing means high attainment.
Today’s children and young people are growing up in a rapidly changing world, full of
opportunities, we want them to be confident and take them.
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How can parents help? By being interested and discussing national and local stories. There are links
to two examples below.

1. National story. Discussion points- Does uniform cost too much? Is affordability a priority?
Why does uniform matter?
Affordable uniforms law will miss new school year (familiesonline.co.uk)
2. Local story. Discussion point- Is life more dangerous than when your parents were your age?
At what age can young people look after themselves?

Parents are having to get used to the different world teenage children
live in
A vivid picture of sexual assaults and harassment in teenagers' lives has been laid bare in recent
months but parents rarely speak about the emotional turmoil they face.
Here, two of them tell their stories.
'You feel useless'
Andrew (not his real name) felt alone and helpless trying to comfort his daughter after she was
humiliated and assaulted. Like many teenage girls, she was put under pressure, manipulated and
coerced.
"She was encouraged to take semi-nude photos and then she sent them to this boy but something
happened and he bandied them around the whole school."
After that he says his daughter was ridiculed and harassed and it affected her mental health. "She
didn't want to go to school. She didn't want to get on the bus because she had to put up with the
looks, the comments."
Andrew says the school didn't seem to know how to handle it. "They've never got to the root of it all.
They don't know what to do."
They suggested the family report the incident to the police but his daughter didn't want to reveal the
name of the perpetrator. And it wasn't just sexting and online humiliation that pushed her mental
health to the brink.
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What can parents do?
BigTalk Education is a social enterprise that works with schools to deliver age-appropriate
relationship and sex education, as well as guidance for teachers and parents.
Its founder, Lynnette Smith, says discussions on consent should begin with children as young as
three or four. She has a number of tips for parents about speaking to their children about their
bodies and their relationships.
It's never too early to talk about these issues if it's done in an age-appropriate way. "Start
with little conversations when they begin to ask questions."
Aim to reinforce the message regularly that children and teens can come to you with any
questions.
Reassure them about body image to build their confidence. Lynnette says pressure to send
nudes is far more common than most parents realise.
Discuss issues such as consent from an early age, with simple messages that no-one should
touch their body unless they want them to. "It's no good starting sexual consent at 13 or 14 it needs to start 10 years before that."
Don't assume that younger children won't have some awareness of sex and relationships if
you have never spoken to them about it. They will hear things from other children, so better
to discuss "in a gentle, calm context of respectful, loving, caring, adult relationships".
Don't assume older children will have been taught everything in school. Lynnette says
parents shouldn't be afraid of asking children what they have covered in school. "We can't
leave it to them researching their own information online via pornography."
Make time to talk to your child. Ask questions about who their friends are at school and who
their friends are online. "We're paying the price of not having spoken to our children as
they're growing up."
Link to full article here: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-57599347

Performing Arts Update
It seems appropriate that the Performing Arts Faculty is ‘opening the show’ in the welcome to the
department section of the new newsletter. Fortunately for you, we are not going to subject you to a
performance of jazz hands and trumpet playing from us, although I do think a performance from the
faculty is well overdue (don’t tell them I said that!). Those of you who are new to us as parents at
the school, the Arts hold a special place here at Heathfield. The Tacchi-Morris Art Centre which is on
site grew out of a project in 1990 that brought 200 young people from twenty different nations to
perform the musical Peace Child in London's West End. The spirit and ethos that made this project
still exists just as strongly as today with the shared mission statement to 'Be a Centre of Excellence in
the Performing Arts in Education'.
Through the Performing Arts, students have the opportunity to develop their knowledge and
understanding of the different disciplines of Music, Dance and Drama, whilst also enhancing
transferable skills such as: teamwork; confidence; and communication. At times it will push students
out of their comfort zone, but these are the moments that can often give them a deeper sense of
achievement. It is about so much more than just becoming another actor, dancer or musician. I have
been privileged enough to witness many moments when a student who struggled to speak in front
people, stands on stage and performs in front of a live audience of over two hundred people,
whether that’s to dance, act or play an instrument. The belief that they gain in themselves, makes
that speech for their English lesson, or an interview they will face in the future, that little easier. That
is why we are so pleased that we have the return of our performance festival ‘Launchpad’ which
starts in November with our musical theatre cast performing ‘Courage Calls to Courage’.
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We have a great team of enthusiastic, dedicated and slightly crazy teaching staff (you have to be in
these departments), who are passionate about the Performing Arts. This year it is wonderful to
welcome Miss Cadden and Miss Bagwell to the team who are working within dance and drama
departments. In the music department Head of Music Mrs Hall, with Miss Watkins and Mrs Bowen
both teachers of music are already getting ready for Christmas performances whilst Mrs Coomer our
Head of Drama is adding the finishing touches to the upcoming musical performance ‘Courage Calls
to Courage’. Detailed updates from Drama and Music will come another day but for now I will let
Mrs Gwilliam update you with all the goings on in the Dance Department.
We look forward to seeing you at the performance.
Jodi Crocker
Head of Performing Arts

Dance Update
In Dance this term we are busy preparing for our dance festival ‘Happiness is…’ Performed in the
Tacchi-Morris Arts Centre on the 23rd and 24th November. The show involves students from KS3
and KS4 dance exploring the stimulus of what happiness means to different people and how we can
express this in different ways. Students have given up their time attending lunchtime and
afterschool clubs preparing their performance pieces and we are really excited for them to share
them with you as part of the festival! Our KS4 classes will also be participating in the show with Year
10 GCSE and RSL dance students completing their very first KS4 show and Year 11 RSL giving you a
taster of what’s to come in their examination showcase ‘Night at the Movies’ coming to the TacchiMorris from 9th to 10th February finishing off our Heathfield performing arts festival throughout
January and February.

In KS3 curriculum Dance Year 7’s have been exploring basic dance skills and developing their
knowledge of stimuli and how this can inspire choreography. Year 8 are studying the genre of
Musical Theatre linking their knowledge of Dance, Drama and Music through ‘The Greatest
Showman.’ Year 9 are linking Dance with their current study in English looking at war poetry, they
are using ‘In Flanders Fields’ to develop analysis of poetry and how we can link this to Dance through
themes, ideas, structure and rhyming patterns.
In KS4 our new Year 10 GCSE and RSL Dance students are making a fantastic start to the course and
have hit the ground running by preparing for the Dance Festival ‘Happiness is…’ GCSE Dance have
started studying ‘A Linha Curva’ by Itzik Galili and have been performing and choreographing a
Samba/Contemporary dance fusion for the festival. In RSL dance students have been working on a
collaborative performance piece that highlights happiness through the use of lights, the piece uses
Commercial and Contemporary dance styles fusing ideas and allowing students to showcase
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individual dance skills. In Year 11 GCSE students are preparing for their performance assessment
creating a duet/trio based on the London Bombings, as well as beginning to explore their
choreography exam stimulus. Finally, in year 11 RSL Dance students are busy preparing for the show
in February ‘Night at the Movies’ where students will perform a range of different dance styles with
iconic films represented throughout as part of their ensemble dance performance assessment.
Jess Gwilliam
Acting Head of Dance
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Stars of the Week
Congratulations to our Stars of the Week!

17th September 2021

24th September 2021
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Year Head’s Awards
Year 7

Year 8
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Year 9

Year 10
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Year 11

Update from the Learning Enhancement Office
Accelerated Reader Y7 and Y8 LEO
A massive well done to the Y7 and Y8 LEO Accelerated Reader students . The students have made a
great start back with their reading , enthusiasm and hard work .
If there are any questions about the programme or you would like any feedback about Accelerated
Reader (AR) in LEO please contact us.
Please keep reading and quizzing at home and we look forward to working with you all this year.
Mrs Cunnane- Learning Enhancement Lead PP Y7-11
Miss White – Heathfield School Librarian AR Lead
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Upcoming Dates for the Diary

Student and Staff wellbeing - World Mental Health Day: 8th October
Heathfield is joining thousands of schools, offices and communities on Friday, 8 October by taking
part in #HelloYellow and raising vital funds to support their work. We are asking students to bring a
donation and in return can accessorise their school uniform with something Yellow! Dig out your
neon socks, custard scarf and banana hat - let's show young people they're not alone with their
mental health!
We all struggle with how we're feeling sometimes and it's normal to have ups and downs.
This year might have felt a little more down than up. But it's the little things that have got us through
it - the morning walks, singing in the shower, the perfect cuppa, that Netflix show that got us all
buzzing, the bestie who makes you LOL, the teacher who has your back.
Saying #HelloYellow this World Mental Health Day is a little thing we can do to make a BIG
difference to young people's mental health.
Because a little yellow goes a long way!

Running Clubs
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday

Learning Enhancement Office
Colour Me Calm
Homework and Study Club
Wellbeing/SEMH
Lego Create

Mrs Cunnane: Library
Mrs Cunnane: Library
Mrs Cunnane: LEO
Mrs Cunnane: Library

Safeguarding Topic of the Week
Peer-on-Peer Abuse
There has long been a recognition of the impact of bullying between
children. Recently this has been termed Peer-on-Peer abuse. The
concept of bullying as a type of abuse is further recognition of the
damage that can be done to an individual who experiences bullying,
sexual harassment or sexual violence at the hands of another child.
The government document, Keeping Children Safe in Education 2021 defines Peer-on-Peer abuse as
the following:
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Peer on peer abuse is most likely to include, but may not be limited to:
bullying (including cyberbullying, prejudice-based and discriminatory bullying);
abuse in intimate personal relationships between peers;
physical abuse such as hitting, kicking, shaking, biting, hair pulling, or otherwise
causing physical harm (this may include an online element which facilitates,
threatens and/or encourages physical abuse);
sexual violence, such as rape, assault by penetration and sexual assault; (this
may include an online element which facilitates, threatens and/or encourages
sexual violence);
sexual harassment, such as sexual comments, remarks, jokes and online sexual
harassment, which may be standalone or part of a broader pattern of abuse;
causing someone to engage in sexual activity without consent, such as forcing
someone to strip, touch themselves sexually, or to engage in sexual activity with
a third party;
consensual and non-consensual sharing of nude and semi-nude images and/or
videos (also known as sexting or youth produced sexual imagery);
upskirting, which typically involves taking a picture under a person’s clothing
without their permission, with the intention of viewing their genitals or buttocks
to obtain sexual gratification, or cause the victim humiliation, distress or alarm;
and
initiation/hazing type violence and rituals (this could include activities involving
harassment, abuse or humiliation used as a way of initiating a person into a
group and may also include an online element).

At Heathfield, we have a zero-tolerance approach to abuse and we understand the importance of
challenging inappropriate behaviours between peers that are actually abusive in nature.
Downplaying certain behaviours, for example dismissing sexual harassment as “just banter”, “just
having a laugh”, “part of growing up” or “boys being boys” can lead to a culture of unacceptable
behaviours, an unsafe environment for children and in worst case scenarios a culture that
normalises abuse leading to children accepting it as normal and not coming forward to report it. This
is why all reports are taken seriously and students are supported by our pastoral, mental health and
safeguarding teams
Our PHSE program covers topics such as friendships, anti-bullying, healthy relationships and consent
in order to help our young people navigate this important part of growing up.
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Sexual Harassment and Violence in Schools and Colleges
You may have seen the media coverage of the Everyone’s Invited campaign last year which
highlighted the widespread nature of sexual harassment and sexual violence in schools and colleges.
This campaign led OFSTED to complete a thematic review of schools and colleges, the results of
which were published in June 20212. The findings of the nationwide review showed that this
worrying behaviour is very prevalent between a young people, but isn’t always reported. At
Heathfield we want to ensure that students know where to get support if something has happened
to them, and to reassure them that it will be taken seriously.
The review also highlights the importance of children having a trusting and positive relationship with
an individual staff member. This could be your child’s tutor or year head or another adult in school
they feel comfortable with. In PSHE and assemblies we highlight previous positive experiences of
school responses and the availability of staff from the Safeguarding Team, who have a specialist role,
not linked to teaching or behaviour. We hope that our students feel that teachers show respect to
students, and that they listen and respond appropriately to all worries and concerns so that a trust is
developed to be able to share the big things. The NSPCC highlights good practice that can be used in
school and at home which includes
demonstrating to a child that you are listening
putting a child in charge of the conversation
reassuring a child and showing empathy
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Where to Get Help
If your child or another child you know is affected by these issues please contact us.
All peer-on-peer abuse is unacceptable and will be taken seriously.
In school you can contact:
Your child’s tutor or Head of Year
Year 7 – Mrs Draper - zdraper@heathfieldcommunityschool.co.uk
Year 8 – Mrs White - hwhite@heathfieldcommunityschool.co.uk
Year 9 – Mrs Farbus - jfarbus@heathfieldcommunityschool.co.uk
Year 10 – Mr Tinkler - mtinkler@heathfieldcommunityschool.co.uk
Year 11 – Mr Hill - ahill@heathfieldcommunityschool.co.uk

Our Safeguarding Team (identifiable by a blue lanyard)
Designated Safeguarding Lead – Mrs Patmore - npatmore@heathfieldcommunityschool.co.uk
Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead – Mrs Berryman kberryman@heathfieldcommunityschool.co.uk
Safeguarding Officer – Mrs Smith - tsmith@heathfieldcommunityschool.co.uk
Safeguarding Administrator – Mrs Barge - sbarge@heathfieldcommunityschool.co.uk
Find us on the school website at Safeguarding Team | Heathfield Community
(heathfieldcommunityschool.com)

Other places to get help
Anti-Bullying Alliance.org.uk
Childline on 0800 1111 or at www.childline.org.uk.
SomersetPhoenixProject.org.uk supporting children, young people and families affected by sexual
abuse.
ChatHealth School Nurse Service
For 11-19 Year olds, confidential text service: 07480 635515
Available Mon-Fri 9-5 service
School Nurse Instagram: Instagram.com/tauntonschoolnurses
For a comprehensive list of support agencies, please have a look at the Student Support section of
our website at Student Support | Heathfield Community (heathfieldcommunityschool.com)

Further Reading
1

Keeping children safe in education - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
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2

Review of sexual abuse in schools and colleges - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

The UK Council for Internet Safety
You can find out more about Safeguarding at Heathfield on our website at Safeguarding | Heathfield
Community (heathfieldcommunityschool.com)

Heathfield Community School’s Social Media
@HeathfieldCommunitySchoolTA2
@HeathfieldTA2
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